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Introduction

THE CHALLENGE
Members of
Congress
need better
avenues for
meaningful
dialogue with
constituents.

Constituent engagement is essential to the job of Members of Congress. Lawmakers
want to hear from constituents to understand their concerns, hear different
perspectives, and understand how policies impact the lives of people in their state or
district. Members of Congress interact with and receive input from constituents
through various technologies, including phone calls, emails, tele-town halls, and social
media.
There is growing evidence from political science and civic technology scholars that
each of these communication methods has shortcomings. Town halls can exclude
people with limited schedules, emails and phone calls can overwhelm congressional
offices with limited staff, and social media promotes one-way and promotional
communication that is vulnerable to trolling and participation from non-constituents.
Instead of bringing constituents closer to their representatives, these platforms can
push citizens further away. Members of Congress need better avenues for
meaningful dialogue with constituents.

THE SOLUTION
There should
be methods
for a diverse
group of
constituents
to have direct,
informed, and
consequential
dialogue with
their Member
of Congress
on issues that
are important
to them.

We believe platforms for deliberation between Members of Congress and their
constituents offer a solution — allowing people to discuss topics of importance,
weighing and reflecting on the values, preferences, and interests surrounding a given
topic.
The OECD recently identified almost 300 examples of deliberative processes around
the world from the Canadian Citizens’ Assembly to citizens’ juries in Australia, and
citizen’s councils in Austria.1 In each of these instances, citizens came together to craft
recommendations on policy questions and decide on policy decisions and issues in
their community.
We believe that elements of deliberation could be beneficial for the constituent
engagement processes of Members of Congress. That is, there should be methods
for a diverse group of constituents to have direct, informed, and consequential
dialogue with their Member of Congress on issues that are important to them. In
return, these deliberations should enhance the Member’s ability to interpret the
needs, views, and concerns of their district and use their input to make important
policy decisions.
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THE PROJECT
We asked one Member of Congress* to participate in a week-long online deliberation with
their constituents about a single-topic of concern to the Member and the community. This
report outlines the results of that experiment.

Why a week-long and asynchronous?
Telephone and in-person town halls only last one to two hours. In that time, Members can only answer a dozen or so
questions. Short-term discussions also restrict time for rumination, fact-checking, and informed questioning. Instead, we
want a place for thoughtful dialogue, wherein citizens are not pressured to react immediately to be heard. In addition,
research on online engagement has found that asynchronous discussions support more reflexive and more deliberative
conversations compared to synchronous online discussions.2,3,4 Thus, we believed a longer forum was appropriate.

Why a single topic?
Focusing on a single topic creates a space for in-depth discussion and a common basis of understanding. It also allows
the Member to highlight high-priority topics. Before the forum, we provided each constituent a non-partisan fact sheet
on the topic. Each person came into the forum with an equal baseline of knowledge that could encourage questions
and opinion formation.

Why online?
The forum took place online in a text-based format. Digital forums can host a large number of participants. Having the
deliberation online also allowed us to use quasi-anonymity. Constituents were anonymous to each other but not to the
Member of Congress or the moderation team. Anonymity can help filter implicit biases about race, age, gender, etc.,
and help broaden participation for those who don’t normally feel comfortable speaking out. Constituents may speak
without judgment and identification by neighbors within the constituency. At the same time, if the Member needs to
reach out to individuals or if the moderators need to regulate discussion, each person’s contact information is available.

THE PLATFORM: POPVOX
The deliberation took place on POPVOX, a platform for civic engagement and governing. POPVOX offers a new
suite of tools for Congressional staffers called “LegiDash,” which includes the ability for Members and staff to
create “posts” that are shared with followers and constituents with accounts on POPVOX.com. POPVOX is adfree, nonpartisan, and committed to responsible data stewardship. It does not sell or share user data.

*Given

university regulations for human-subjects research, the participating Member of Congress remains anonymous in this report.
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RECRUITMENT
Using voter registration files from the local county registrar, we sent an invitation to over 150,000 constituents in the
district to participate. Our average response rate to this initial request for participation was 1.30%.
We wanted to obtain a group of participants that was as diverse as the district. To do this, we used demographic
indicators such as age, race, gender, wealth, and educational status that were collected from constituent’s pre-survey.
From those that were interested in the study, we randomly sampled 300 people representative of these demographics
to participate in the full experiment. 150 of those participants were asked to participate in the online forum. The other
150 people were asked to only take the surveys as part of a control group.

150

150,000+

300

initial contacts
(from district voter role)

selected as representative group
based on demographic indicators
such as age, race, gender,
wealth, and educational status

Response rate: 1.30%

asked to participate

150

asked to take survey as control group

THE TOPIC: HOMELESSNESS
The Member of Congress chose the topic of discussion: homelessness. We developed a fact sheet using nonpartisan information about homelessness. This information was collected from federal and academic reports. This
included research from the Congressional Research Service, the Department of Housing and Urban Development,
and academics who specialize in homelessness in the county that the district resides.
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Lawmaker

THE EXPERIMENT
We asked each participating constituent to make
an account on POPVOX. The forum took place
using POPVOX’s Member-post function, in which
a Member could create a post and constituents
could respond via a comment thread.

[Section removed for anonymity] *

The forum lasted for one-week beginning
February 24th, 2020. We asked constituents to
participate in the forum whenever they found it
most convenient during that week. The Member
was asked to participate as they saw fit.

[state and local]
[the]

PROCESS
Researcher secured the agreement and
participation of representative
Researcher recruited constituents from
the voter roll of the district and selected
a representative sample of 150 to
participate
SUN: Participants received preparticipation survey and fact sheet on
the issue; invited to create POPVOX
account

[X]

[We are]

Lawmaker

MON: Lawmaker created post (on
LegiDash), triggering notification to all
constituents on the platform and
invitation to comment

[section removed for anonymity]

Lawmaker
[a state official’s]

MON-SAT: Participants posted over 60
messages in response to the post; the
lawmaker posted 12 replies
[here]

Researcher administered postparticipation survey to participants and
control group

[here]
[here]

Researcher interviewed participating
legislative staff

Lawmaker
[this]
[a local academic and non-profit]
[

sentence removed for anonymity

]

[long-term residents here]
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*Some sections were removed from forum comments to maintain anonymity

Project Description

SURVEY MEASURES
Before and after the forum, we gave participants a pre-and post-survey with various questions related to the
forum experience, previous engagement with the Member, and feelings of ef cacy.

POLITICAL EFFICACY
“Political efficacy” measures an individual’s perception or feeling that political actions can impact, or
do impact a political process or affair. In this case, we were interested in four levels of efficacy:
1. Internal Political Ef cacy: The personal feeling of being able to participate effectively in
politics.
2. External Political Ef cacy: The personal feeling of government’s responsiveness to citizens’
demands.
3. Member Ef cacy: The personal feeling that a Member of Congress is responsive to all their
constituents.
4. Congressional Ef cacy: The belief that Congress is responsive to all its citizens.

APPROVAL
One approval question was used to understand if the deliberation enhanced constituent trust in the
Member.

ACCESS, EXPRESSION, IMPACT
What makes the forum experience worth the time and effort for engagement of participants? We used
three themes for understanding the outcomes of the deliberation in comparison to how constituent
communication is perceived in other methods.
•

Access: Do citizens feel that the platform offers direct access to the Member?

•

Expression: Do citizens feel like they could express their opinions freely as anonymous participants
while remaining identifiable to the Member?

•

Impact: Do citizens feel the discussion would be used by the Member in policy decision-making?

fi

fi

fi

fi

fi
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SURVEY QUESTIONS
Internal Political Ef cacy: (7-Point Likert Scale of Agreement)
• I consider myself well-qualified to participate in
general political discussions.
• I feel that I have a pretty good understanding
of the important political issues facing our
country.
• I think that I am better informed about politics
and government than most people.

• I feel that I could express my opinions openly
during my contact with the Congressperson
and/or their staff.
Impact: (7-Point Likert Scale of Agreement)
• I feel that Congressperson [X] used the input
from me in their policy decision-making.
Forum Design and Platform Viability

External Political Ef cacy: (7-Point Likert Scale of Agreement)
• Most Members of Congress DON’T care what
people like me think.
• People like me DON’T have any say about
what Members of Congress do.
Congressional Ef cacy: (7-Point Likert Scale of Agreement)
• Congress works on everyone’s behalf.
• Congress makes decisions based on what
citizens want.
• Congress represents all citizens.
• Today’s American democracy works well.
Congress’s decisions are transparent.
Member Ef cacy: (7-Point Likert Scale of Agreement)
• Congressperson [X] works on everyone's
behalf.
• Congressperson [X] makes decisions based on
what citizens want.
• Congressperson [X] represents all citizens.
• Congressperson [X]’s decisions are transparent.

Access: (7-Point Likert Scale of Agreement)
• I feel that the Congressperson and/or their
staff was listening to what I had to say.
Expression: (7-Point Likert Scale of Agreement)

fi
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Scale of Agreement)

• Online discussions like these are a good way
for Members of Congress to hear the views of
their constituents.
• Online discussions like these are a good way
for Members of Congress to communicate
their policy positions.
• Online discussions like these are a good way
for Members of Congress to explain their
Washington D.C. activity.
• I think my Members of Congress should
continue to have online discussions like these.
• I feel the POPVOX platform is a viable space to
have online discussions with elected officials.
Forum Length
The researchers chose to have this POPVOX
discussion last one week. If this project happens
again, would you prefer that the discussion last…
[Less than a week/The same (i.e., one week)/
More than a week]
Systems Usability Scale (7-Point Likert Scale of Agreement)
• I think the POPVOX website was easy to use.
• I found the POPVOX website to be simple.
• I could use POPVOX without the support of a
technical person.
• I would imagine that most people would learn
to use POPVOX very quickly.
• I feel very confident in my ability to use
POPVOX.

Approval: (7-Point Likert Scale of Agreement)
• What is your general opinion of
Congressperson [X]?

fi
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FORUM DESIGN & PLATFORM VIABILITY
Do citizens find this style of discussion (week-long online forum) viable for engagement with their Member of Congress?
Three questions were used to determine if participants (1) believe these discussions are an attractive form of
engagement, (2) want Members of Congress to do this more, and (3) believe a week-long format was appropriate for
these kinds of discussions.
1. Online discussions like these are a good way for Members of Congress to hear the views of their
constituents.
2. I think my Members of Congress should continue to have online discussions like these.
3. I feel the POPVOX platform is a viable space to have online discussions with elected officials.
We also asked constituents to rate the usability of POPVOX as a platform. We used a modified version of the System
Usability Scale (SUS) to measure platform usability. It consists of a six-item questionnaire with seven Likert response
options for respondents — from “strongly agree” to “strongly disagree”:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

I found the POPVOX website to be simple.
I thought the POPVOX website was easy to use.
I think that I could use the POPVOX website without the support of a technical person.
I would imagine that most people would learn to use the POPVOX website very quickly.
I felt very confident using the POPVOX website.
I could use the POPVOX website without having to learn anything new.

POST-FORUM STAFF INTERVIEW
After the forum, we interviewed two staff members to discuss the forum experiment and what they thought
about the long-term viability of these kinds of constituent engagement methods. We were speci cally interested
in whether the forum offered high-value engagement, helping the Member and their staff better interpret the
views of the constituency. We were also interested in the usability and long-term viability of these forums and
how they could be integrated into congressional of ces.

DATA
Of the 150 people invited to participate, 51 people (34%) indicated in the post-survey that they participated in some
capacity, whether that entailed watching the discussion (i.e., lurking/watching) or engaging in the discussion (i.e.,
posting). There were 61 comments from constituents surmising 11,800 words. The average length of each constituent
comment was 1,159 characters, with every comment being a minimum of one paragraph (i.e., at least three sentences)
in length.
Survey responses by 51 persons who participated and 85 persons in the control group were used in our analysis. We
also conducted qualitative coding on the deliberation content. This data, combined with the data from the post-forum
interview with staff, were used for our final analysis.

fi

fi
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FINDINGS

(THE POSITIVES)

PARTICIPATION WAS NOVEL AND DIVERSE
•

37% of those who engaged in some capacity on the forum (either by watching the forum or leaving a comment for
the Member) had never contacted a Member of Congress before, with 35% of those who speci cally left a
comment new to engaging with this Member of Congress.

•

Although forum attendance was diverse, those who engaged, either by watching the forum or leaving a comment
on the forum, were somewhat skewed in wealth and gender. Participants who make more than 200,000 a year were
under-represented (-15% compared to those invited to forum group) and males were over-represented (+12%).
Age, Race, Education, and Party did not have 10% or more differences compared to the original group of
participants invited to attend - making those categories fairly representative of the district.

•

Overall, the party affiliation for those who posted was 44% Democrat, 24% Independent, 12% Republican, and 21%
self-labeled as ‘Something Else.’

THE FORUM WAS DELIBERATIVE
•

The constituents were eager to offer solutions, questions, and points of discussion for the Member. The
constituents offered a variety of solutions while the Member offered important information, personal
experience, and feelings of af rmation.

•

Overall, the tone from constituents was impressively respectful and insightful. There was little conversation
around doubts or problems with the issue of homelessness, nor were there any concerns about cordialness and
respect of others in the forum.

[Local]
[person]

[…]

fi

fi
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HIGH INTEREST IN THE METHOD OF ENGAGEMENT
•

The majority of participants (88%) believed that online forums should continue to be used by Members, confirming
that the current platform is a viable space for these discussions. 93% of participants prefer to have the
discussions take place over the week, with almost a quarter of those participants wishing they would last
longer. 86% also agreed that POPVOX was a viable space to have these discussions with elected officials.
Online discussions like these are a good way for Members of Congress to…
Hear Constituents

24%

Communicate Their Policy Positions

16%

Explain Their Activity in Washginton D.C.

20%

31%

86%

43%

29%

88%

37%

31%

88%

31%

Somewhat Agree

Members of Congress Should Continue
Having Online Discussions Like These

6%

Agree

41%

Somewhat Agree

Strongly Agree

41%
Agree

88%
Strongly Agree

COMMENTS WERE MORE SUBSTANTIVE THAN SEEN ON OTHER PLATFORMS
•

The interviewed staffer thought the comments left by constituents were better than what they usually see, stating
“Many of the people who left comments [and] wanted to engage offered what I describe as substantive [compared
to] what we see on other social media platforms. I thought that was really positive.”

ENCOURAGED STAFF COLLABORATION
•

The interviewed staffer said the timing of the forum opened up opportunities for the Members’ staff as a team, so
communications staff could touch base with policy staff to share comments on develop responses to constituents.
This finding was significant, in that it demonstrates a collaboration across staffers.

POPVOX WAS USER-FRIENDLY
•

We asked constituents to answer questions about the usability of POPVOX through the Systems Usability Scale
(SUS). The overall usability rating of the platform was 86%, indicating that the overall usability of POPVOX was high.
The staffer also said the platform was easy to use throughout the experiment. 86% agreed that POPVOX was a
viable platform to have discussions with elected officials.
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HIGH FEELINGS OF IMPACT
•

Before the experiment, we asked the participants that had already interacted with the Member’s office to describe
their last interaction in terms of their feelings of access to the Member, freedom of expression, and impact on the
Member’s decision making. We asked those same questions again to the same participants in the post-survey, but
in regards to the forum. There was no difference in feelings of access or expression. However, there was a 42%
increase in feelings of impact from the online forum compared to previous interactions with a Member of
Congress.
I feel that Congressperson used the input from me in their policy decision-making.

Overall Agree

Neither Agree Nor Disagree

17%
59%
34%
14%

Overall Disagree

48%
28%

Other Forms of Member Engagement

FINDINGS

The Online Forum

(ROOM FOR IMPROVEMENT)

TYPICAL PATTERNS OF MEMBER ENGAGEMENT
•

Comments left by staff on the Member’s behalf followed typical patterns of engagement, feeling “on-script”.
Specifically, the staffers spent time conveying a sense of qualification for the job of a Member, offering a sense of
agreement and empathy with constituent comments, and explaining activities in Washington D.C. These are all
patterns of engagement highlighted by political science scholars as a form of representative’s “presentation of self”
to their districts/states.5 Although useful for the Member, it appeared this engagement was at the expense of
getting into the weeds of policy discussions.

•

Although the content was informative, some participants did not feel like it was enough. Some constituents were
disappointed and wished the Member would have engaged more. Constituents were not aware that staff were
writing comments on the Member’s behalf.
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NON-SUBSTANTIAL CHANGES TO APPROVAL
•

Comparing pre-and post- feelings of approval, there was a 4% increase in approval and an 8% increase in
disapproval in pre-survey and post-survey comparisons. That being said, we also asked constituents in the postsurvey a retrospective approval question, meaning we asked participants after the forum to state what they believe
their approval of the Member was before and after the forum. In this case, approval still increased 8% and
disapproval only increased by 2%. It appeared those who already approved of the Member increased their feelings
of approval, and those who disapproved of the Member strengthened their feelings of disapproval.
67%

Overall Approval

Neither Approve Nor Disapprove

Overall Disapproval

71%
23%
10%
10%
19%
Before Forum

After Forum

NO CHANGES TO FEELINGS OF EFFICACY
•

We asked constituents about political efficacy using four different measures: Internal Political Efficacy, External
Political Efficacy, Congressional Efficacy, and Member Efficacy.

•

There was no change to participants’ feelings of efficacy in all measures. The constituent’s feeling of a lack of
engagement from the Member could explain why the forum effects on efficacy were low. The engagement was just
not enough to make significant dents to participants’ feelings of efficacy.

FUTURE SUGGESTIONS
ADDITIONAL FEATURES TO ENHANCE FORUM DELIBERATION
•

The POPVOX platform provided a simple and minimal platform to test deliberations in a post-comment format. In
the future, it would be useful to integrate additional features such as multi-threaded comments for easier discussion
viewing, and integrated links into comments so participants can share information.

TESTING DIVERSIFIED CADENCE: ASYNCHRONOUS AND SYNCHRONOUS
•

Considering that constituents wanted more engagement from the Member, we believe it would be useful to test a
combination of both asynchronous and synchronous opportunities. For example, a deliberation can start with a brief
in-person introduction with the Member through video chat. This could also leave room for interviews with topic
experts or other important stakeholders. The discussion can then commence through a text-based forum, and then
reconvene for a final live video chat with the Member to share final thoughts and future actions.
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INTEGRATING WITH EXISTING SYSTEMS
•

Although staff found the forum useful, they noted that a system like this might not be practical for offices that
already have too much constituent engagement software. Thus, it would make sense to consider integrating these
deliberative forums into pre-existing systems to improve the potential for long-term adoption in offices.

PUTTING AN EMPHASIS ON STAFF
•

Staff were a vital component of this experiment, as they are the primary stakeholders for all incoming constituent
communications in Member’s offices.

•

As congressional experts have pointed out, such as the Open Gov Foundation’s report on Voicemails to Votes and
the Congressional Management Foundation’s report on The Future of Citizen Engagement, staff are a crucial
component to the long-term efficacy of these systems.6,7 More time should be spent understanding the needs and
capacities of staff to integrate these practices into their engagement process.

MORE EXPERIMENTS WITH DELIBERATION
These kinds of deliberation show great promise in Congress. With more research, testing, and
development, we believe these deliberative forums could strengthen representative democracy
and deepen connections between Members of Congress and their constituents.
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